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ABSTRACT
Global-scale data management (GSDM) empowers systems by pro-
viding higher levels of fault-tolerance, read availability, and effi-
ciency in utilizing cloud resources. This has led to the emergence
of global-scale data management and event processing. However,
the Wide-Area Network (WAN) latency separating data is orders
of magnitude larger than conventional network latencies, and this
requires a reevaluation of many of the traditional design trade-offs
of data management systems. Therefore, data management prob-
lems must be revisited to account for the new design space. In
this tutorial we survey recent developments in GSDM focusing on
identifying fundamental challenges and advancements in addition
to open research opportunities.

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet applications strive for high-performance 24/7 service to

users dispersed around the world. Achieving this is threatened by
complete datacenter outages and the physical limitations of both the
datacenter infrastructure and wide-area communication. To over-
come these challenges, systems are increasingly being deployed in
multiple datacenters spanning large geographic regions. The repli-
cation of data across datacenters (geo-replication) allows requests
to be served even in the event of complete datacenter-scale outages.
Likewise, distributing the processing and storage across datacen-
ters brings the application closer to users and sources of data, en-
abling higher levels of availability and performance. Additionally,
extremely large applications consume huge amounts of resources.
These resources vary and include computing infrastructure in addi-
tion to power and real-estate. Globally distributing the computing
infrastructure of large applications allows them to utilize resources
beyond the restrictions of a single datacenter or cloud provider.

Moving to global-scale data management (GSDM), despite its
benefits, raises many novel challenges that are not faced by tra-
ditional deployments. The large WAN communication latency
is orders of magnitude larger than traditional communication la-
tency (See Figure 1). This invalidates the traditional space of de-
sign trade-offs and makes the WAN latency a significant bottleneck.
Likewise, WAN bandwidth (∼100 Tbps [3]) is larger than tradi-
tional networks bandwidth. However, big data applications trans-
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Figure 1: Latency of the Wide-Area Network Round-Trip Time
communication (WAN RTT) compared to memory access la-
tency [50] and network latency within the datacenter (local RTT)

fer large volumes of data reported to be in the order of hundreds
of TBs per day and projected to be increasing in the future [62].
These increasing demands will lead to a bottleneck in WAN com-
munication. The design of efficient mechanisms that better uti-
lize the WAN links are necessary to avoid limiting the growth of
global-scale big data applications. Also, due to privacy legislation
concerns in some parts of the world, there is a direction to limit
control on where data is placed and at what level of privacy it is
stored [1, 2]. These restrictions affect the design of global-scale
data placement and task scheduling.

Building GSDM systems requires a rethinking of data manage-
ment problems in light of the new design trade-offs and constraints.
In this tutorial we survey recent work in building GSDM systems.
We focus on exposing the salient features of GSDM systems that
make them different, and also identify the short- and long-term re-
search opportunities in this space.

2. TUTORIAL INFORMATION
The target audience are database researchers and practitioners

with basic knowledge of transactions. Some knowledge of repli-
cation, stream processing, or analytics is helpful but not neces-
sary. For newcomers, the tutorial introduces GSDM as an emerg-
ing framework with unique research challenges and novel system
designs. For researchers experienced in GSDM, the tutorial pro-
vides a broader view of GSDM research beyond the work within the
databases community. Generally, we aim to enable data researchers
to extend their work and expertise to a global-scale framework.

We present the challenges and design principles of GSDM. The
development of GSDM research is presented in chronological or-
der, emphasizing the trends that led to the current state-of-the-art.
We then extend these trends to project the upcoming challenges and
opportunities of GSDM. To provide more depth to the presented
topics, for each part we highlight and discuss in more details one
or two representative systems. Each work that we discuss in detail
is underlined in this proposal.

The tutorial is divided into three sections: (1) The system model
and unique characteristics of GSDM (Section 1), (2) Data access
technology (Section 3.1) that includes principles and system de-
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signs of data access to geo-distributed storage, and (3) Event pro-
cessing (section 3.2) that includes global-scale stream processing
and analytics. The target length of the tutorial is 3 hours.

3. TUTORIAL OUTLINE

3.1 Data access
Data access is the ability to read and modify data objects typ-

ically via put and get operations or groups of operations forming
a transaction. This section surveys literature on methods to ac-
cess globally-distributed data. Globally-distributed data is either
geo-replicated where data objects are replicated in multiple data-
centers, geo-distributed where different partitions of the data exist
in different datacenters, or a combination of both.

The central problem tackled by data access of globally-
distributed data is managing the consistency-performance trade-off
that is amplified due to large wide-area latency. To guarantee con-
sistent outcomes, coordination between distributed components is
necessary. This coordination is expensive due to WAN links, and
thus affects performance immensely. The first reaction to the new
trade-off was the abandonment of strong notions of consistency in
favor of performance [10,16,19]. Systems that adopt this approach
provide weak guarantees like eventual consistency and single-key
atomicity. These guarantees were sufficient for many applications,
however, it turns out that many use-cases require stronger notions
of consistency. In addition, developing applications on top of
weakly consistent data is error-prone and less natural to develop-
ers.

The need for stronger forms of consistency on globally-
distributed data sparked a trend to explore different points in the
consistency-performance trade-off spectrum. The goal is to ex-
plore existing consistency notions, that are weaker than expensive
strong consistency, and extend them in ways suitable for globally-
distributed data. Causal consistency, inspired by the causal order-
ing principle [35], preserves causal relations between operations.
Causal consistency is attractive for GSDM because it does not re-
quire coordination between replicas. Thus, causally consistent sys-
tems that are built for globally-distributed data, do not suffer sig-
nificantly from the cost of wide-area latency [11,20,40,41,44]. For
example, COPS and Eiger [40, 41] are scalable causally consistent
systems that offer single-key operations in addition to read-only or
write-only transactional access. COPS extends the notion of causal
consistency and proposes Causal+ consistency that, in addition to
causality, guarantees data convergence.

Snapshot Isolation (SI) [13] guarantees that transactions al-
ways read a consistent snapshot and ensures the absence of write-
write conflicts. SI can lead to better performance compared to
stronger notions of consistency like serializability specially for
read-intensive workloads [13]. Many solutions leverage SI for
GSDM [18,21,38,39,57]. Walter [57] extends the notion of SI and
proposes Parallel SI (PSI). PSI redefines snapshot reads and write-
write conflicts to accommodate the new environment of globally-
distributed data. With PSI, Walter is able to replicate data asyn-
chronously while still providing strong guarantees within each site.
In the original SI, asynchronous replication is not possible.

Strong consistency guarantees, such as serializability [14]
and linearizability [27], require extensive coordination between
globally-distributed data. Despite their performance implications,
industry and academia have recently shown that strong guaran-
tees are needed for a wide range of applications. This has started
a movement towards preserving strong consistency guarantees
while trying to reduce the cost of coordination on performance.
Paxos [36] is a fault-tolerant consensus protocol that has been

used to implement GSDM systems that provide strong guarantees,
such as megastore [12] and Paxos-CP [48]. Later though, it was
shown to perform better as a synchronous communication layer in-
tegrated with a transaction commit protocol [17,23,42]. For exam-
ple, Spanner [17] and Replicated Commit [42] commit transactions
using variants of Two-Phase Commit (2PC) and Strict Two-Phase
Locking (S2PL) and leverage Paxos to replicate across datacen-
ters. Paxos, however, requires two rounds of communication to
commit, which is a cost amplified by WAN latency. This led to ef-
forts to optimize the cost of Paxos by the use of leases to eliminate
the cost of the first round of communication and by adopting Fast
Paxos [37] that allows committing with a single round to a super
majority [32, 47].

The existing 2PC and Paxos protocols require one round of com-
munication at least to commit a transaction. Nawab et. al. ex-
plored breaking the round-trip barrier by decoupling consistency
from fault-tolerance [43, 45]. Message Futures [43] reserves com-
mit points for future transactions to achieve low commit latency.
Commit points are represented as logical timestamps in shared
replicated logs. Because transactions can use previously assigned
commit points, they can commit in less than a round-trip time.
Helios [45] detects conflicts using timestamp-based conflict de-
tection. For each transaction, it calculates time ranges at which
conflicts might occur. The transaction commits once it verifies
that there are no conflicting transactions in these time ranges. The
calculation of time ranges leverages a theoretical result on lower-
bound transaction latency that leads to close to optimal transaction
latency.

The use of timestamps and time synchronization has been ex-
plored for GSDM systems [17, 20, 21, 45]. Spanner [17] provides
external consistency guarantees by leveraging accurate time syn-
chronization using specialized infrastructure such as atomic clocks.
Without accurate time synchronization, other systems resort to
loosely-synchronized clocks methods [20, 21, 45].

To commit arbitrary transactions with strong consistency guar-
antees, the cost of coordination is inevitable [45]. How-
ever, coordination-free execution is possible for some types
of transactions [9, 52, 66]. This is possible by inferring
application-level invariants of transactions correctness and then
exploring whether a coordination-free execution is permissible.
Transaction Chains [66] derives an execution plan of distributed
transactions that allows for a fast response time. A client needs to
wait for the execution of the transaction at only a single site, rather
than waiting for the execution at all accessed sites. Often, the first
site is local to the client, making the response latency unaffected by
the WAN latency.

Placement of data and workers has a significant effect on GSDM
systems performance [4, 22, 49, 53, 54, 62, 63, 65]. In this part of
the tutorial we discuss how placement plays a role in general data
access systems. SPANStore [63] proposes an optimization formu-
lation of placement to minimize monetary cost. SPANStore’s for-
mulation considers constraints on fault-tolerance, consistency re-
quirements, and performance SLOs. Sharov et al. [54] propose an
optimization formulation for placement with an objective of min-
imizing latency. What distinguishes this work is that it considers
transactional access to storage.

Global-scale placement depends on the workload, which in-
cludes the location of users and the type of requests being issued.
A successful placement needs to correctly estimate workload and
adapt to workload changes. A correct estimation of the workload
has to be done using an accurate system model and using effi-
cient log and trace collection and analysis. Adapting to workload
changes is more challenging, since the new workload characteris-



tics potentially lead to choosing a significantly different configura-
tion. SPANStore changes configurations in an epoch-based fashion.
Violations might occur while changing configurations, but are rare
since they only occur at epoch boundaries.

The dynamic and variable nature of workload and communica-
tion links in GSDM led to work on dynamic techniques for GSDM
systems [7, 58, 64]. Variability of the communication link leads to
the reordering and delaying of sent messages. CosTLO [64] pro-
poses adding redundancy in messaging to lower the latency vari-
ance. GSDM systems trade-off consistency and performance and
could be locked in their initial protocol choice. Pileus and Tuba [7,
58] allow applications to dynamically control the consistency-
performance trade-off by declaring their consistency and latency
priorities. The application’s priorities then influence the decision
on which servers to access. Stronger consistency requires access-
ing more servers and thus increases latency. In turn, more relaxed
consistency requires accessing lesser number of servers and thus
decreases latency.

3.2 Event processing
Global-scale applications receive and generate large volumes of

data across datacenters. It is reported that the amount of data
processed by large web applications is in the order of 10s to
100s of TBs per day [62]. This has led to the design of many
GSDM systems for stream processing and data pipelining from
Google [5, 6, 24, 55, 56], Twitter [33, 60], Facebook [59], and
LinkedIn [8]. These systems are designed to support the high vol-
ume and velocity of events while conserving availability and high
performance. In addition, they guarantee correctness of computa-
tions that use the streamed data. Correctness invariants vary de-
pending on the application, but the following correctness condi-
tions are common: (1) At-most-once semantics, which means that
no event is processed more than once, and (2) Near-exact seman-
tics, which means that with no significant delay, all events will be
processed. These correctness conditions, albeit simple, are chal-
lenging on the scale of global web applications where streams
might be significantly reordered and delayed. Photon [6] is a sys-
tem deployed at Google to join global-scale continuous streams.
To tolerate failures, an event can be processed at any of the oper-
ating datacenters. To guarantee at-most-once semantics, before a
joiner starts processing an event it ensures that the event has not
been processed before. It does so by using a logically centralized
Paxos process for the event’s unique ID.

In addition to processing streams and managing data pipelines,
GSDM systems often perform analytical and machine learning
queries on data to extract insight and business knowledge. Global-
scale analytics — as opposed to traditional analytics within a dat-
acenter — face novel challenges. Until recently, global-scale ana-
lytics were performed by pulling all data to a central location [61].
This, however, consumes the WAN links, which causes monetary
loss and poses a physical constraint on throughput. Addition-
ally, data movement could be constrained due to emerging data
sovereignty legislation and privacy concerns. Recent solutions ad-
dress the challenges of global-scale analytics [15, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31,
46, 49, 51, 61, 62]. Geode [62] and PIXIDA [31] are two systems
that propose a query planning and replication framework that tar-
gets reducing the bandwidth cost between datacenters. Addition-
ally, Geode uses optimizations such as aggressive caching and mea-
surement collection that allow for the reuse of past queries. Unlike
Geode and PIXIDA, Iridium [49] aims to minimize the latency of
global analytics by deriving the placement of both data and tasks.
Geode, PIXIDA, and Iridium derive their solutions using an op-
timization formulation. They all face a common problem of the

intractability of optimization solvers with 10s of datacenters. To
overcome this, Geode and Iridium leverage a greedy heuristic and
PIXIDA proposes a flow-based approximation algorithm.

4. OUTLOOK
Modern web applications require higher levels of fault-tolerance

and availability. Also, they are increasingly consuming larger vol-
umes of data. Globally deploying web applications is a necessary
step towards fulfilling these requirements. However, GSDM has
unique characteristics that change the traditional space of design
trade-offs. Most notably are the WAN link characteristics. The cost
of coordination has been amplified due to WAN latency, and the
WAN bandwidth, albeit large, is limited as it serves a large number
of data-intensive applications. Additionally, regulatory constraints
may limit the control of data management systems.

Leveraging advances in WAN research from the networking
community is an important step towards building efficient GSDM
systems. Networking techniques, like Software-defined Network-
ing (SDN), are now being applied to the context of WANs (e.g.,
BwE [34] and B4 [29]). A promising opportunity is to develop
GSDM systems that integrate these advances. Also, adopting
privacy-preserving techniques for GSDM is an important endeav-
our to address the geo-political regulatory concerns on data usage.
However, current privacy-preserving protocols are communication-
intensive and rely on redundancy that cause over-utilization of net-
work bandwidth. As such, this makes these protocols especially
inappropriate for GSDM. We expect a proliferation of studies on
the trade-off between privacy and performance at the global scale.

The unique challenges of GSDM introduce inefficiencies to ex-
isting designs across various data management problems. The op-
portunity is for researchers to explore the implications of trans-
forming their work from a local traditional computing framework
to the global scale.
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